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Climate change and resource
scarcity are major forces
shaping our future
Without convincing global action, average temperatures are predicted to increase
by more than two degrees Celsius, a threshold at which scientists believe potentially
irreversible environmental changes will occur. While progress has been made, the
reality is that current rates of decarbonisation are less than half what is needed to
achieve two degrees.
In short, the world’s current economic model is pushing beyond the limits of the planet’s
ability to cope, and healthy environmental ecosystems are critical to healthy economies.
It’s time to accelerate the pace of change.

Robert Moritz
PwC Global Chairman

Colm Kelly
Global Leader Purpose,
Policy and Corporate Responsibility

To learn more about PwC’s Global
Environment commitment, click here!
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We work with clients, contribute to policy and research and manage our own impact.

New Nature Economy - Nature Risk Rising

Our
work
to date

In collaboration with the WEF this report asks the question, “why does the crisis engulfing nature
matter for business and the economy?” It outlines the types of business and economic risks that
can arise from nature loss, including key examples of where such risks have materialised, as well as
a suggested approach for managing nature-related risk. Click image to learn more.

Climate change risk disclosure
We have been working with the World Economic Forum (WEF) International Business Council (IBC) to
develop a common set of standards that will set a new benchmark for what responsible businesses
disclose about their impact on the world. We have led the ‘Planet’ pillar of the work, which has been
conducted in collaboration with a range of stakeholders. Click image to learn more.

Accelerating the journey to Net Zero
We have seen an increase in the number of global companies committing to net zero; now
companies need to translate pledges into real business transformation. The Building Blocks of
Corporate Net Zero Transformation – produced by PwC and commissioned by Microsoft – is the first
company research contribution to the Transform to Net Zero initiative. Click image to learn more.

Scaling 4IR for the Global Goals
Widespread change can be seen across companies, industries, countries and society as a whole.
These profound shifts, touching nearly every sector, from incumbents being disrupted to entirely new
4IR-enabled business models, are creating new markets at an expedited speed and scale.
Click image to learn more.

Client case studies
In today’s world, consumers, investors and employees are placing much more scrutiny on
companies’ activities - and not just on the everyday business decisions. Stakeholders want
to know how companies’ actions impact the environment and the communities in which they
operate. Explore our client case studies to see how we’re supporting clients across industry
and geographies. Click image to learn more.
Find out more here.
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The greatest impacts from operating our business come from
the energy we use to power our offices and our air travel.
Together, these activities account for nearly 90% of our global carbon
footprint of 432,372 tonnes CO2e in FY20.

Renewable energy

In a year where every part of our business was affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic, with almost our entire workforce working from
home at various stages throughout the year and both domestic and
international travel being restricted we saw reductions across our
Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.

Strategy Council
electricity consumption from
renewable sources

Data covers our 21 largest firms. Further information on our data
reporting can be found here.
For a full view of our complete carbon emissions data visit our
global website: https://www.pwc.com/environment

71% of total
electricity

Emissions per employee

2.05 tCO2e
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Our commitment to Net Zero by 2030

Our
Net Zero
commitment
Building on our 2018 environment commitment
to drive efficiency, offset air travel and to source
100% renewable energy by 2022, in September
2020 we announced our commitment to a
worldwide science-based commitment to reach
net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2030.

Reduce emissions by
50% within a decade

From 2030 eliminate
the remainder of our
emissions through
carbon removal projects

100% renewable
electricity in all PwC
firms worldwide

Energy efficiency
improvements in all of
our offices

Reduce air travel

Reshape our client
service model to
balance remote and
on-site working

Embed implications
of climate change and
other environmental,
social & governance
(ESG) factors into
client work

Advance non-financial
reporting so stakeholders
understand the impacts of
business on climate

Engage suppliers to
tackle their climate
impact

Advance thinking about
how we can reform
the structures of the
economy
For more information on our commitment to Net Zero click here
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renewables

Offsetting
unavoidable
emissions

Avoiding or reducing
emissions associated
with our energy use
is the starting point of
our strategy.

Purchasing
renewables is one of
the key ways we can
reduce our impact.

To mitigate the
impact of our air travel
emissions, we're
investing in a range
of voluntary carbon
offsets.

Learn more about
our approach:
Driving
efficiency

Renewable
energy

Carbon
offsets
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Avoiding or reducing emissions associated with our energy use is the
starting point of our strategy.
The majority of our scope 1 and 2 emissions come from the energy we
use in our buildings and data centres.

Driving
efficiency

Renewable
energy

Carbon
offsets

Back to our
approach

Our greatest opportunity for improvement often comes when we
make office moves or refurbishments. Many of our buildings are
now certified to environmental standards as a result of our leasing or
building requirements.
During a year where all parts of our business were affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic many teams remained committed to driving
efficiency in their buildings.
Driving efficiency in our offices
• Almost 2/3 of our US office space is ‘LEED certified’.
•

Over 70% of PwC China’s leased floor space is ‘LEED certified’.

•

PwC Singapore reduced their energy consumption by 30% when they
moved to a LEED platinum pre-certified building.

•

PwC Australia has seen a reduction of 35% in electricity and heating
consumption since FY18. The Sydney office uses water from Sydney
harbour to remove heat from the cooling system, thereby reducing
their energy requirements.

•

In 2018 PwC Netherlands set an internal price on carbon to drive
investment in low carbon initiatives and support the achievement of
its commitment to be fully circular by 2030. The internal price was set
at 100 euros per tCO2e.

When our territories operate car fleets, many are now looking at
transitioning to electric vehicles. PwC Netherlands has committed to a fully
electric vehicle fleet by 2025.

Our approach

Find out more
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Purchasing renewables is one of the key ways we
can reduce our impact. At the end of FY20 71% of
electricity used across 21 of our largest firms came
from renewable sources.
As part of our commitment to go 100% renewable
we’ve joined RE100, a global coalition of influential
businesses committed to going 100% renewable.
RE100 is an initiative led by The Climate Group and
CDP (formerly known as the Carbon Disclosure
Project).
Many PwC firms have long been strong performers
at a national level in managing their carbon impact,
for example:
•

PwC UK has installed two trigenerators that
use carbon neutral biofuels from recycled cooking
oil to generate part of its energy requirements
onsite.

•

100% of PwC US, China, Canada and
Singapore’s office energy came from renewable
sources in FY20.

•

PwC territories purchase renewable energy from
wind, solar, biopower and hydro sources.

Our commitment

Our approach

Find out more
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Air travel is an essential part of how we service our clients, but it is also one of the largest sources of our carbon
emissions. PwC firms are adopting new meeting technologies, investing in research to advance greener air
travel, running internal awareness campaigns, and reviewing travel policies to reduce our overall travel emissions.

Carbon
offsets

Renewable
energy

Driving
efficiency

Back to our
approach

To mitigate the impact of our air travel emissions, we’re investing in a range of voluntary carbon offsets. Investing
in these projects allows us to have an immediate and positive impact.
With support from our major supplier, we have in place quality standards that underpin our approach. The
majority of our offsets are verified under one of the following: GoldStandard (GS), Verified Carbon Standard
(VCS), Climate Action Reserve (CAR), American Carbon Registry (ACR) and CarbonFarming Initiative (CFI).
Through our investment we seek to drive projects with multiple benefits, including helping to create renewables
markets, support local economic and social development and to create and sustain sustainable landscapes.
In FY20 our portfolio of projects includes:

Sustainable
Landscapes

Creating Renewable
Markets

Supporting
Communities

Rimba Raya (CCB, VCS), Indonesia
Learn more here.

Soma Wind Power (GS), Turkey
Learn more here.

Acre Amazonian Rainforest REDD+
(CCB, VCS), Brazil
Learn more here.

Seneca Meadows LFG (ACR), US
Learn more here.

Danjiang Rivers Solar Cookers
(GS), China
Learn more here.

Meru & Nanyuki Reforestation
(CCB, VCS), Kenya
Learn more here.

Oaxaca Wind (CDM), Mexico
Learn more here.

Shanxi Cookstoves (GS), China
Learn more here.
Efficient Cookstoves (GS), Malawi
Learn more here.
To view our full portfolio click here
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Find out more
Jacqui Hemery
Global CR (Environment)
+44 7561 789026
jacqueline.x.hemery@pwc.com

Tracey Capper
Global Corporate Responsibility
Senior Manager
+ 61 3 8603 3346
tracey.capper@pwc.com
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For more information on our
research, policy contributions or
work with clients:

Dr Celine Herweijer
PwC UK Partner
+44 7590 352423
celine.herweijer@pwc.com

